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EDITOR’S PICK: Briana Roy
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We had the chance to catch up with rising star Briana Roy 

who is a budding young actress, model, and influencer. 
 

Taji Mag: What or who inspired you to become an actress? 
Briana Roy: I have a few people I’m inspired by but let me 

make it quick by saying that Tyler Perry, Taraji P Henson, 
Gabrielle Union, Denzel Washington, Kevin Heart, and Viola 

Davis are the ones I most look up to in terms of acting.  
 

TM: This is a tough industry whether acting, modeling, or 
being an influencer. How do you handle rejection? What 

advice would you give those who keep hearing no? 
BR: There’s a lot of rejection in this industry, 
however, you can’t let that get in your way because 
if there’s something you’re really passionate 
about, you should always go after it and 
never let anyone bring you down or tell 
you otherwise… Just know your worth! 
 
TM: What’s a little known 
fun fact about you? 

BR: I enjoy eating pizza! A few 
things not many people know 

about me are I am very 
passionate about designing 
clothes, I am an animal lover, 
especially dogs, and I enjoy 
going to church to pray to God.  
 
TM: Tell us what 
you’ve been working on! 
BR: I just guest starred on the 
Disney TV show “Raven’s Home” on 
an episode called “Weirder Things” 
as the role of Natalie and I just shot 
a presentation for Nickelodeon for 
an upcoming Game show called “Lator 
Vator.” I’m in a web series called “Soci 
Circle” as the role of Kendra coming up this 
Fall and I’ve done a couple of photo shoots 
for designer clients for their portfolios & online 
advertisements. Oh! Plus 2 short films! And yasss, 
there’s a lot more to come my way by the grace of God! 
 
Keep up with all of Briana’s roaring (yes, 
she’s a Leo) awesomeness on IG @BrianaRoy! 
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International I Love Braids Day + Braid Love 
Celebration Brooklyn is a magical day 

of braids, braids, and more braids from 
Africa to Brooklyn. Celebrated annually 
on July 29th, this historic occasion 
curates the Industry’s best Braiders to 
present culture, design, history, and 
beauty on the runway. 

Featured stylist from the 2018 celebration 
is Jennifer Lord, an award-winning hair 

stylist and former salon owner who is 
changing the perception of Natural 
Hair across the globe. Over the last few 
years, she has been working behind 

the curtain of some of the country’s 
most exclusive runway shows.

See all of the exquisite and eclectic 
braided designs at www.TajiMag.com/

international-i-love-braids-day-2018!

Intl I Love Braids Day 2018
Hair | Jennifer Lord

Natural Hollywood, Brooklyn
@naturalhollywood

Royal | Frances 
Photography | NayMarie

Makeup | Manouchka Milliance

Hair 
Feature

Community Spotlight: Mocha Whip
 
Taji Mag posted a call for our Instagram 
Followers to recommend their favorite Black 
Owned Body Butter and Mocha Whip was 
the one! Mocha Whip does things the old-
fashioned way – they handcraft their entire 
line of natural butters, soaps, and whips. 
They respect each and every customer and 
offer fair trade organic goodies sourced 
directly from the motherland. They only use 
therapeutic grade fragrances and essential oils 
to create an indulgent aroma you can feeeel.  
 
Each jar of mocha whip contains pure 
ingredients derived from nature, then 
whipped to perfection to ensure you get 
the most out of each of their recipes. Hair 
care and body care should be just as fun 
and indulgent as it is nourishing and honest. 
 
Go on and indulge at www.mochawhip.com and follow them at @heymochawhip!
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In an on-going effort to 
boost amazing Black-Owned 
Businesses, Taji Mag hosts the 
Taji Mag Black Business Grant. It 
is a community-sourced grant that 
awards $250 in Cash + $250 for Branding 
Services + $250 worth of Advertising on a 
quarterly basis to a Black Business applicant.  
 
We would love to grow the number of applicants and 
be able to raise the award and even add runner-up awards. 
We also welcome additional donated services. Will Focus of 
TheOneWillFocus donates his branding services and, previously, 
Ticora Davis of the Creator’s Law Firm donated her legal services.  
 
We understand that our community is often overlooked and underfunded. 
Every little bit helps towards the sustainability of our community. Our previous 
winners were elated and so grateful for the opportunity to further their businesses.  
 

To aid in increasing the amount of the grant, email info@tajimag.com for information. 
 
The Grant opens the 1st day of January, April, July, and October. 
Apply online by completing the application and making payment. 
www.TajiMag.com/Black-Business-Grant
The application fee is only $10.
 
*Branding Services By TheOneWillFocus & 
Advertising with Taji Mag
 
 

TAJI MAG BLACK BUSINESS GRANT
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D. Carrie is figuring things out one adventure at a time, occassionally sharing with the interwebs. Find her at 
youtube.com/c/dCarrieTV and on social media at @_dcarrie.

We’ve gotten you a flight you can afford 
and accommodations to literally buy a 
stamp and write home about (Check 
Vol’s 14 & 15). But now what? Outside 

of a walk around town and laying on the 
beach, day trips and excursions are my go to 
time fillers. I didn’t drop all that bread to get 
SO far from home and do what I can do back 
in New York. Thankfully, I’ve learned a few 
things to save me a few coins along the way. 
 
I love scouring through Expedia, Viator, and 
AirBnB to see what is at my disposal in the 
area I’m staying in. Don’t jump at the first 
price you see though. Check multiple apps for 
the same activity and choose the one with the 
best options. If available, go with the option 
with the best customer reviews.  When using 
these apps, timing is key. Be sure to check and 
see how much time in advance you need to 
book the excursions you’re interested in 
BEFORE YOU GO ON YOUR TRIP. 
You don’t want to be in an area for 
three days and need to book your 
excursion four days in advance. 
Also, many activities are 
only available on certain 
days of the week; don’t 
miss your window.   

 
If you want a more intimate and personalized 
experience, splurging for the solo tour where 
your guide can openly dialogue with you in 
addition to answering all your questions AND 
TAKE YOUR PHOTOS FOR YOU (huge deal 
fam) has ALWAYS been worth it for me. If 
you’re in an area that allows for ease of travel 
to other countries or regions, take advantage 
of it! If you can parlay your $600 trip to 
Barcelona/Casablanca into seeing two whole 
ass extra countries for less than $200, DO IT! 
 
Out of season travel can save you a ton on 
flight and accommodations, but keep in mind 
activities may be limited. However, many of 
the things you’d pay someone to take you to do, 
you can do yourself.  The bus, metro, or a cab 
can generally get you to the same location as 
a tour bus can.  Speak with your host or guest 
services to see the best options at your disposal.  

 
I could go on forever and into great detail 

about what each trip I’ve taken has 
taught me, but I’m trying to give you 

pointers and not a dissertation. For 
more details, holla at me on the 

YouTubes (dCarrieTV).

By  D. Carrie
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$250 CASH + $500 FOR BRANDING & ADVERTISING!*
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Jashua Sa-Ra is a communications artist that uses hosting, writing, graphic design, wholistic healing, and workshops to 
contribute to a healthy functioning community. www.JASHUASARA.com | @Earthiopian

Torturers who unblinkingly sell or kill your babies in front of you; who chop up the strongest captive and 
force the rest to watch, then make everyone eat a piece of that person, or else you’re next; who rape to 
profit off the babies; who sexually violate men for the express purpose of traumatizing, psychologically 
dominating, and emasculating them. There is a special kind of self-loathing that happens when you realize 
you’re going to go along with that kind of people. Once we have been changed from a mindset of being 
divinity manifested to identifying ourselves as tortured sinful flesh, then it becomes easy to buy us with 
trinkets and pleasures of the flesh.
Solution: Remember that a materialist view of the universe is relatively new on the planet, and it is only one 
viewpoint of a particular culture. For the bulk of known history, the vast majority of the planet has lived 
according to a spirit-centered reality. Take the time to study the science of spirit and reclaim dominion 
over the flesh.

Our women. While men may currently be the ones most involved in statecraft, women are the ones more 
involved in building homes. Without homes, there is nothing from which to build a state. I can’t think of 
anything more destabilizing to a home than having to watch your woman being violated in front of you, 
or even in the next room, or summoned elsewhere. Or your mother. Or your daughter. Or EVERY single 
woman and girl you know. What is it to live like that as background expectation? How can a family have 
any sense of solidity when the matriarch is tortured beyond sanity? It can’t. The basis of DNA construction 
happens inside the womb. RNA is there to decide out of all the available information, what parts of the 
DNA will be activated. It does so by receiving and analyzing all the input from the entire body, moment 
to moment, including all five senses and the internal systems, physical, mental, and emotional. So the 
woman, being the first environment for each of us, plays a major role in what is activated in our DNA. 
If you can affect her, you can instantly affect the child inside of her. That means you can affect a people 
generationally from their very beginning. Even more, if you can get the women themselves to participate 
in rearing children in the vision you see for them. This power was and is rightly revered as the divine 
feminine. By providing a religion that focuses solely on the masculine and eliminates the feminine energy 
and replaces it with a (“holy”) ghost, it allows the devaluing of women in any and all aspects of life.  Despite 
our departure from the plantation system, we have maintained the relationship norms that were developed 
there. That is obviously a disastrous model for melanin people to use. We don’t need knights in shining 
armor or damsels in distress. We need Dessalines and Tubman. If, for generations, women don’t have the 
proper circumstances to acknowledge a man’s manliness, how long before he stops trying? And then how 
long after that until the women lower their standards out of lack of options. If that cycle repeats, you are 
eventually left with people who think that every other race is more suitable as a mate.
Solution: Honor Goddess as much as God. Release imported ideas of ideal relationships/partners, and ask 
your heart what you need for emotional success. Be on alert for anyone who intends harm to a melanin 
woman and put an immediate and permanent end to it. Go out of your way to provide extra protection for 
melanin women.

There’s an honorary 4th weakness that I’ve also noticed. A lot of us don’t even want to fight! 
Maybe some people don’t think it’s a war. Ok. It’s only a war if both sides are fighting, so maybe this is 
slaughter. Perhaps some have a case of “if you can’t beat them, join them” (integration). It seems that we are 
the only ones who can beat them, but I agree we can NOT beat them at their own game. It’s only a victory 
for us if we win by playing our own game, with our rules, our skills, and our goals. The magic they spin on 
the world is getting everyone to value their game (scarcity) over all others.
Solution: Remember the world is abundant. Study historic successes. Stop feeding the beast and feed your 
future. May the rabbits forever abandon their picket signs.

Westernized melanin people have gotten masterful at playing the victim. We protest, politicize, 
commercialize and publicize our victimization, but that’s a weak position that can never offer power. Can 
you imagine rabbits holding protests against foxes? NO! Rabbits get faster, learn safer paths, and become 
more aware; they take it upon themselves to improve their situation. Surely we can do at least as well 
as rabbits. I’m not trying to take away from the atrocities that have been visited upon the oldest people 
of the planet. I AM offering a different perspective that allows for growth and reclaiming of autonomy.  

 
Consider there is an intelligent, articulate boxer, who’s super strong, has all the world records, and is adored 
by the world. There is another boxer who studies him and discovers his weakness – he doesn’t protect his 
stomach. So the 2nd boxer develops a strategy to beat him by going for the guts. He wasn’t as strong as 
the first boxer, and honestly, not as smart. But he was clever and studied extensively before every match. 
When their bout comes, the 2nd boxer fully exploits that weakness and embarrasses the 1st boxer round 
after round. No matter how the 1st boxer attacked, he didn’t see his own weakness. He’s beaten down 
and loses all his titles. The 2nd boxer dominates thereafter, because no matter what techniques the 1st 
came with, he never guarded his stomach. Is the 2nd boxer wrong for exploiting the weakness, or do you 
hold accountable the 1st for not analyzing himself and learning to adapt? If you follow my analogy, I’m 
saying that melanin people are avoiding accountability for analyzing themselves and making appropriate 
adjustments. It’s easy to blame the opponent, but that doesn’t bring you any closer to victory. The good 
thing for those looking to develop winning strategies is that there are not only losses but triumphs we can 
study. Notables worth primary investigation are Seminoles, Gullahs, Grenada, Haiti, Cuba, Mau Maus, Nat 
Turner, Harriet Tubman, Queen Nzinga, Marcus Garvey, and Nation of Islam. 

I can discern three main entry points: tribalism, flesh, and our women.
Tribalism. Apologists are quick to say that Africans sold Africans into slavery. We won’t debate whether 
continental Africans had an innerstanding of the chattel system of western enslavement. Let’s look at the 
conflicts that the various European countries were able to exploit by trading with both sides and arming 
them against each other. That’s the same as gang (territory) wars now. No street gangs are making guns that 
I know of, so all sides are getting them from the same manufacturer/distributor. Even if it’s just arguing 
about whose neighborhood or sports team is better, we stay divided about our domain (without actually 
owning any of it). Meanwhile, the real adversary is profiting from all of it. 
Solution: Daily acknowledge our divine selves in each other, as in Namaste, or I and I. Seek ways to 
collaborate with other groups. Find commonalities to organize around.

Flesh. Some have suggested ego or pride as the fall, but the flesh is the entry point used to access those 
intangible functions. The first contact many Africans had with Europeans was with the missionaries. They 
came with stories of salvation or damnation. They bait with good news talk of intangible God, then subtly 
switch to warnings of eternally tortured flesh, if you don’t join the team. Then merchants would arrive 
with European products, notably hard alcohol and guns. To people with palm wine and swords, this was 
a game changer. Chiefs sitting around an opened crate of brandy and rifles, gifted from a captain of a ship 

with multiple canons pointed in the village’s direction might be inclined to grant them what they 
ask for. The enslavement/colonization process relied heavily on physical attacks (external and 
internal) to force people to leave behind their own way of thinking and adopt a new paradigm. 
People were tortured until they agreed to lifelong participation in empowering their torturers. 

By  Jashua Sa’RaPROTECTION
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THE QUESTION THAT WE SEEM TO WANT TO AVOID IS: 
WHAT ARE OUR WEAKNESSES THAT KEEP GETTING EXPLOITED?

http://www.JASHUASARA.com


I WEAR THE CHAINS AND CURRENCY THAT ENSLAVED MY 
ANCESTORS AS A BADGE. AS A TESTIMONY OF MY PEOPLES’ 

STRENGTH, CREATIVITY, ENDURANCE AND INTELLIGENCE.
Photography |  Kelvin Bulluck - @kelbpics 

Royal & Makeup | Shari Tiandra - @shari.tiandra

Our melanin glows in bright colors or monochromatic themes. We are collectively relearning to love the skin 
we’re in. To defend each other, even from each other. To support each other and are rebuilding bonds and 
trusts. We are the color in a bland world. We are Melanin on Chrome and these are our collective photo stories.

Featured Melanin Royals: Lola Valentine & Stephan Marcellus | @_what.ever.lola.wants_ & @stephanmarcellusmusic
Lola is a traveling spirit and a Queen of multiple trades. You can spot her creating ancestral jewelry, cooking, dancing, 
and rallying with community organizations for the betterment of the future. Stephan is a soulful singer whose music 
has a multi-genre influence. After appearing on Season 13 of The Voice, Stephan released his EP entitled “Redemption.”

Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie; Makeup | CoCo - @__brushqueen, Wardrobe | Made in Afrooklyn - @afrooklyn; 
Accessories | Viclay - @theviclay, Creative Direction Assistant | Alaya Lynae - @alaya.lynae

MELANIN ON CHROME



ALWAYS FIND YOUR TRIBE
TAJI MAG VOL 16 CONTEST WINNERS

Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie 
Royal | Michelle Jackson - @michi_mii_13

Makeup | Coco - @__brushqueen
Wardrobe | @Afrooklyn 

Earrings | @theViclay

ALWAYS FIND YOUR TRIBE
TAJI MAG VOL 16 CONTEST WINNERS

Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie 
Royal | Mosi Brown - @classicguy_mosi

Wardrobe | @Afrooklyn 

SAFARI



FREEDOM TO EXPERIENCE WHILE GROWING INTO THE WOMAN 
SHE IS BECOMING.

Photography | Porsha Smith -
@PorshaSmithPhotography

Royal | Ashley R. Wright - @ulovearw
Makeup | Tavia Jackson - @FreshBeatsbyTa

THE BROWN GODDESS EXUDES THE BEAUTY 
THAT IS THE BLACK WOMAN. ANCIENT AFRICAN 
CULTURE SHOWS US THAT HAIR IS OFTEN 
SCULPTED TO REPRESENT AND SHOWCASE THE 
ESSENCE OF CLASS OR A PARTICULAR TRIBE/
VILLAGE, AMONG OTHER REASONS. HERE 
BROWN GODDESS IS ADORNED WITH A HALO 
CROWN THAT THE BLACK WOMAN SHOULD 

ALWAYS WEAR
Photography | Justin Featherstone - 

@olotphotography 
Royal | Candace Farrell  - 

@candijeanine
Hair | Tiffany Ware  - @b_w.a.r.e 

Makeup | Shari Tiandra - 
@shari.tiandra

Stylist/Neckwear | Rena Cox - 
@loungeoffashion

SUNKISSED AROUND THE GLOBE
Photography by Fasçhiony - @faschiony
Makeup  & Styling  | Phylicia Alvarez - @phyliciaalvarez
Royal: Dora Owusu - @doraowusu
Vadero Crop-top set and Stone Necklace & Earring set all 
by CityRepublik.com - @cityrepublik
Shot on location at Hotel Saratoga in Old Havana, Cuba

EYE
Photographer | Ejji Studios - 

@ejjistudios
Royal | Erand Williams - 

@erandiwarrior

OLD HAVANA



GIVE FACE. GIVE BODY. SERVE.
Royal | Alandra Daniels - @al.diane_
Photographer | J.Mica Photography - 

@jmicaphotography
Agency | LJE Model Agency - 

@ljemodelagency

FACE & LACE

LOVE HAPPILY.
Photography | A.i. Brown of 

Distinct Eye Photography - @distincteyephotography
Royal | TChandra Parker - @baddifferent

Makeup | Lynne Parker - @pure_class0207

THE ESSENCE OF WARRIOR QUEEN.
Photographer, Styling, Wardrobe | 

William Washington of 
Extreme Works Studio - 

@extremeworksstudio
Royal | Stonie Vonnie - @stonietheportrait

Makeup | Jessica Davis of Jaide Artistry - 
@jaidemakeup_artistry
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FOREVER WALK IN YOUR TRUTH.
Photographer & Retoucher |
Stephen Phil - @StephenPhilPhoto
Model | Abyssinia Campbell - 
@AbyssiniaCampbell
Makeup | Kristian - @Krisssstian
Stylist & Creative Director |
Stephen Phil - @StephenPhilPhoto
Photo Assistant | @c.bellvision

FOREVER

Shades of Melanin.”  The beauty of Melanin: on all Continents, and in all regions — especially in Cuba — we find beauty 
in all shades of Melanin.  Lindsay, Phylicia, and Dora epitomize the range of melanin skin tones and the natural beauty 
of Black women. Lindsay wears Orquidia Mini Dress; Phylicia rockin’ the Havana Ruffle Set; Dora casually slays in the 
Carisol Summer Dress, all part of the CityRepublik’s Havana Collection.  Accessories and Headwraps all by CityRepublik.

Photography by Fasçhiony - @faschiony
Creative Director, Makeup, and Styling  | 
Phylicia Alvarez - @phyliciaalvarez
Royal: Dora Owusu - @doraowusu
Wardrobe | CityRepublik.com - @cityrepublik SHADES OF MELANIN



Delliz K. Hazell is a culinary mastermind fluent in vegan, organic, kosher, and gluten free cuisine. Her plates and desserts 
are not only gorgeous to look at, but pleasing to your mouth and fuel for your body. To hire Delliz for your private 
chef, catering, or consultation needs, or to just follow her cooking journey, visit her website www.DellizHazell.com!

Follow Delliz on IG 
@chefdellizhazell!

Ingredients:
3 cups of Pad Thai rice noodles prepared as 
directed and set aside.
1/2 cup thinly sliced red bell pepper
1/2 cup thinly sliced carrots
1/2 cup thinly sliced purple cabbage
1/2 cup thinly sliced scallions
1/4 cup crushed roasted peanuts
Fresh cilantro or parsley 
Fresh lime wedges
Olive oil for cooking
For sauce:
1/4 cup soy sauce
4 tbsp water
2 1/2 tbsp sugar
1 tbsp chopped ginger
3 large cloves of minced garlic
2 tbsp olive oil

Recipe:
Prepare sauce first.
1. In a small saucepan on medium to low heat, 
lightly sauté ginger and minced garlic in 2 
tbsp of olive oil for about 1 minute (do not 
brown the garlic).
2. Add in soy sauce, water, and sugar and 
simmer for 5 minutes. Stir occasionally to 
help the sugar dissolve.

3. Over medium heat sauté peppers and 
carrots in 3 Tbsps olive oil until tender, about 
5 minutes
4. Add in purple cabbage and continue to cook 
for about 1 minute
5. Turn off heat and mix in half of the sliced 
scallions with the cooked vegetables.
6. Toss in your rice noodles and sauce to 

the vegetables and mix until 
everything is well incorporated.
(if your rice noodles are stuck 
together rinse under lukewarm 
water and use fingers to aid 
separation)
7. Top with left over scallions, 
fresh parsley or cilantro and, 
chopped peanuts. Garnish with 
fresh lime wedge and serve.

VEGAN PAD THAI

with Delliz theChef
Vegan Fun C
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Dripping in melanin, model and actor Marshall Price 
has taken Dallas by storm. This Chicago native gave us 
some insight on his fitness inspiration and lifestyle. 
* What inspires you to stay fit? That would have to 
be other fitness pages. I like to get my inspiration 
from Instagram. When I see fitness tips, it motivates 
me to get off my butt and do something.  I enjoy the 
tips and different workout supplements it brings. 
* Are you on a strict diet or do you pig out 
and make up for it later? I pretty much 
pig out and work it all off later. I know it’s 
not good to do, but my metabolism is fast.  
* What does it take to build a healthy self-
image/worth in the modeling and fitness 
worlds as a Black male? As a black male, 
it takes determination, the willingness to 
learn, networking, and passion. You have 
to be willing to grow and take criticism. 
* What does self-care look like for you? 
Do you have a daily/weekly routine? 
Daily workouts and cleansing of the face 
are vital for male models. I get routine 
haircuts every week and always make sure 
my body is functioning at peak level.  
* What is one exercise that you love 
and what is one that you have to pep 
talk yourself through? I love doing 
pull-ups and incline chest press. I 
hate doing lunges. That’s the one 
workout I have to talk myself into. 
* What do you like to do when you’re 
not working? I enjoy spending time 
with my son. I also like playing video 
games and catching up on Luke Cage.  
* What are 3 random facts about 
yourself ? I can rap, I listen to a 
wide range of music, and I have a 
degree in Computer Networking. 
Follow Marshall’s journey via 
IG at @officialmarshallprice! 

Photo by @MrFotoBooth
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http://www.DellizHazell.com


played that album out, but specifically the 
song “Without You.” 
TM:  How was your experience working 
with Todrick Hall on the project 
“Forbidden”?
Jade: Todrick is literally a creative genius. 
Working with him inspired me to grind 
even harder because I’ve never met anyone 
as determined and so hands-on with 
their passion as he is. I had the amazing 
opportunity to play his love interest for his 
visual album “Forbidden” and sing on four 
songs for the project! Everyone should go 
watch it! 
TM: You cover other artists’ material, who 
would you like to cover your music?
Jade: Honestly, so many of my supporters 
have been creating covers of themselves 
singing my music, and that has given me 
so much joy. Seeing everything come full 
circle and being able to inspire aspiring 
artists is what it’s all about for me. 
TM: Can you name one hidden talent that 
you have?
Jade: I can read people’s energies pretty 
quickly. I think we all have that hidden 
talent, but some of us trust in it more 
than others. I always trust my intuition. 
(Shameless plug) 
TM: What heals you when you are broken?
Jade: Journaling! I’ve been journaling 
since I was about 9 years old. Writing 
about whatever it is I’m feeling emotional 
about and then reading it back is such a 
healing practice for me. Especially when 
you go back and read entries from your 
past and realize how much you’ve grown 
and how emotions are such a temporary 
thing. 
TM: What is consistently on your playlist 
right now?
Jade: Daniel Caesar, Childish Gambino, 
Cardi B, and Chloe x Halle are all in heavy 
rotation right now, but I’m not ashamed 
to admit that I play the hell out of my own 
album too.
Be sure to listen to Jade Novah’s  new album 
“All Blue” on various platforms and catch 
her acting performances on Toderick’s Hall 
“Forbidden.” | IG: @jadenovah

Dapper Dr. Feel is a burgeoning Southern gentleman looking for love in all the wrong places while applying to medical 
school. He volunteers with autism awareness projects and hopes to mentor other young Black men. Join him on facebook 
and twitter at @ DapperDrFeel.

By Dapper Dr. Feel

Love, passion, and emotion have led the exceptionally talented songstress, 
Jade Novah, to produce her newest project, All Blue. Alongside her producer 
husband, Devin Johnson, she has created an album that can be described 
as cosmic, eclectic, and elevated. Taji Mag had the opportunity to talk with 
Jade to explore her lively world of music. 
Taji Mag:  When did you first fall in love with music?
Jade Novah: I love that music has the ability to persuade our emotions. It’s 
such a powerful art form that connects all of us! I fell in love with music at 

a very young age. My parents always had an eclectic mix of music playing in the house and it 
definitely nurtured my love for music! 
TM: What is the most emotional track on the album?
Jade: “Time” for sure! I literally cried while writing it and while I recorded it. Those tears came 
from a lot of different places, but mainly out of happiness that I was finally creating an album 
and putting my art out there! It has been a long journey.
TM:  Is the track titled “Time” a self-love letter to yourself ?
Jade: “Time” is absolutely a love letter to myself. As a woman, society places this unrealistic 
pressure on us to hit all these milestones by a certain age, and if we don’t, we aren’t considered 
successful or complete. There’s this ageist mentality to try and look as young as possible for as 
long as possible, and that you shouldn’t be pursuing certain aspirations after a certain age. At 
one point, I felt like I was running out of time to have the type of music career that I’ve always 
wanted, and then one day I decided to reject that idea. We’re all in a race against time, so you 
should spend it chasing happiness, not running away from it.
TM: What is Cosmic Love?
Jade: Cosmic Love is a love that is so magical, it makes you feel like you’re floating. Someone 
who knows you so well they can instantly take you where you want to go, but they also know 
how to show you things you’ve never seen before... if you know what I mean. 
TM: What encouraged you to write the track “The Earth is Flat”?

Jade: Most of the songs on my album were birthed from a conversation. 
My husband/producer, Devin Johnson, and I were on our balcony 
smoking a joint and staring at the stars, trying to figure out what “all 
of it” really means. I realized “man... we don’t really know whatever 
it is we think we know, because they don’t want us to know.” We’ve 
had tons of those random conversations over the years, and that was 
my motivation to create this self-proclaimed “millennial anthem” 
because we are truly a generation who questions everything... but 
it’s truly liberating when you realize that it’s ok not to have all the 
answers. 
TM: Favorite childhood moment and a song you can attach to it?
Jade: My Dad took me to see “Rent” on Broadway when I was 
about 11, and it changed my life. I realized at that moment that 
there are so many ways you can tell stories through music. 
He bought my sisters and me the CD from the musical and I 
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COMING SOON | WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/GREG.DAE

PRINCESS MARA IS A RETIRED SPACE PIRATE WHO GAVE UP THE LIFE TO RAISE A FAMILY, BUT WHAT HAPPENS WHEN 
HER CHARMINGLY THIEVING, TROUBLEMAKING TWIN BROTHER, SA, VISITS HER WITH THE MAP TO THEIR LATE 

PARENT’S LOST TREASURE? AN ADVENTURE THAT GARNERS THE ATTENTION OF OTHER SPACE PIRATES, BOUNTY 
HUNTERS, HUMANOID SNAKE DOCTORS, COSMIC VODOU, AND BREATHING WOODEN MASK BABIES.

       FEATURED COMIC/GRAPHIC NOVEL
“WINGU”
Featured Illustration by Will Focus
www.TheOneWillFocus.com
IG & TW | @TheOneWillFocus

http://www.TheOneWillFocus.com


KarmenCopy | www.karmencopy.com
  Copywriting and proofreading brand dedicated to helping you craft your brand’s perfect love letter

The Kia Xperience, LLC | www.theKiaXperience.com
   Restoring the integrity of our “crowns” by ensuring hairstylists are licensed by Maryland State 

A. Catherine Photography | www.facebook.com/amawhoo
   Eye’ll Capture Your Art In Motion! Destination, Brand, Fashion, Event, and Family Photography

Caliber X | www.caliberxco.com
  Caliber X is a ready-to-wear apparel brand geared towards professionals

Proverbs Clothing Co | www.proverbsclothing.co
  A faith-based initiative dedicated to renewing minds and transforming lives through our products

The Conscious Clothing Company (CCC) | www.theconsciousclothingcompany.com
  Conscious Clothing brand catering to “Cultural Deserts” with the quality products and services 

QUEENdom of LOCS | www.instagram.com/queendom_of_locs
  Specializing in all hair types of natural hair care and maintenance for men, women, and children 

Brooks Notary & Litigation Support | www.brooksnotary.com
  (BNLS) offers document preparation assistance and notarization services

Wraps Adorn LLC | www.wrapsadorn.com
  Wraps Adorn creates inspirational, versatile African wraps for men and women

Christian Riley Photography | www.christianrileyphotography.com
   A Baton Rouge, LA photography service geared to show people a reflection of their beauty

WVMR New York | www.wvmrnewyork.com
  Radio home of the independent! Focusing on giving opportunities to up and coming personalities

Sheree Alexis | www.shereealexis.com
  Sheree Alexis offers timeless and fashion-forward pieces, inspired by everyday beauty. 

Hella Happy | www.hellahappy.co
  A lifestyle brand dedicated to offering products that celebrate blackness and happiness

I am Trezelle | www.iamtrezelle.com
   Female fashion and fine art model

The Safe Place | www.facebook.com/TheSafePlaceTSP
   The Safe Place is a mental health app for the Black community located on android and iOS

BLACK BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS
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Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie 
Royal | Olutayo - @theartofolu
Makeup | Katherine S. - @beat_glam_by_kat
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DTR 360 Books is an online bookstore geared towards enriching Black people’s 
minds, thoughts, ideas, and, most importantly, actions and behaviors.

Motto: Applied knowledge is true power.
Mission: Apply the knowledge you learn to advance our kulture and people. 

You can reach them via email at info@DTR360BOOKS.com
DTR360BOOKS.com | IG: @DTR360Books | FB: DTR 360 Books
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Etsy.com/shop/Anti9to5 | @NiaHareBey
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